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            Abstract
Most adult carcinomas develop from noninvasive precursor lesions, a progression that is supported by genetic analysis. However, the evolutionary and genetic relationships among co-existing lesions are unclear. Here we analysed the somatic variants of pancreatic cancers and precursor lesions sampled from distinct regions of the same pancreas. After inferring evolutionary relationships, we found that the ancestral cell had initiated and clonally expanded to form one or more lesions, and that subsequent driver gene mutations eventually led to invasive pancreatic cancer. We estimate that this multi-step progression generally spans many years. These new data reframe the step-wise progression model of pancreatic cancer by illustrating that independent, high-grade pancreatic precursor lesions observed in a single pancreas often represent a single neoplasm that has colonized the ductal system, accumulating spatial and genetic divergence over time.
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                    Fig. 1: Evolutionary scenarios and study strategy of coexistent PanIN(s) and PDAC.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Phylogenetics of eight patients.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Putative growth pattern of coexisting PanIN(s) and PDAC and mathematical model.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              Sequence data have been deposited at the European Genome-phenome Archive (EGA; https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ega/), which is hosted by the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) and the Centre for Genomic Regulation (CRG), under accession number EGAS00001002778. Source data are provided for Fig.Â 3b and Extended Data Figs.Â 1, 7, 8. All other relevant data are included within the manuscript or are available upon request from the corresponding author.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Mutation counts and features of samples.
a, Number of somatic mutations detected per sample with clinical features of each patient. The y-axis shows mutation counts and the x-axis shows patient ID. FS Del, frameshift deletion; FS Ins, frameshift insertion; IF Del, in-frame deletion; IF Ins, in-frame insertion; TSS, transcription start site. b, c, Box and whisker plots comparing number of somatic SNVs and CNAs between PanINs and PDACs. Yellow, PanINs; green, PDACs. Horizontal line indicates median, whiskers indicate minimum and maximum, and box indicates quartiles. nâ€‰=â€‰12 independent PanIN lesions, nâ€‰=â€‰8 PDACs. b, Number of SNVs and indels in PanINs and PDACs. c, Number of CNAs in PanINs and PDACs (hisens results only).

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 2 Allelic CNAs across all patient samples.
CNAs were inferred using the FACETS algorithm (Supplementary TableÂ 3, FACETS.purity variants shown). Blue, putative losses; red, putative gains.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Phylogenetics of PanINs and the matched primary tumour for patients PIN102 and PIN105.
See Supplementary TableÂ 1 for sample identities. Gene names in orange text are SNVs or indels, in blue are copy-number losses, and in red are copy-number gains affecting putative driver genes. The sequencing data for each driver gene variant was manually reviewed to verify phylogenetic position. For each phylogeny, the number of acquired mutations is in black. The branch lengths are proportional to the number of SNVs and indels. The dashed line indicates the branch from the germline to the PDAC and PanIN-A. For the Bayesian heat maps, samples are indicated on each row while variants are represented by each column. The colour of each tile indicates the probability that the variant is present or absent in the corresponding sample. Dark blue, >99.9% probability of being present; dark red, >99.9% probability of being absent. Light blue and red indicate lower probabilities; white tiles indicate approximately 50% probability. a, Phylogenetic tree and Bayesian heat map with each variant for PIN102. b, Phylogenetic tree and Bayesian heat map with each variant for PIN105.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Phylogenetics of PanINs and matched primary tumours for patients PIN101, PIN103, PIN104, and PIN108.
See Supplementary TableÂ 1 for sample identities. Gene names in orange text are SNVs or indels, in blue are copy-number losses, and in red are copy-number gains affecting putative driver genes. The sequencing data for each driver gene variant were manually reviewed to verify phylogenetic position. For each phylogenetic tree, the numbers of acquired mutations are in black. The branch lengths are proportional to the number of SNVs or indels. The dashed lines indicate branches that have been extended to accommodate gene annotation and variant numbers. For the Bayesian heatmaps, samples are indicated on each row and variants are represented by each column. The colour of each tile indicates the probability that the variant is present or absent in the corresponding sample. Dark blue, >99.9% probability of being present; dark red, >99.9% probability of being absent. Light blue and red indicate lower probabilities; white tiles indicate approximately 50% probability. a, PIN101. In manual review of the sequencing data, a read supporting the presence of the KRAS(G12D) variant was detected in both the PDAC and PanIN-A samples and was thus moved to the trunk of the phylogeny despite the overall low coverage of KRAS in PanIN-A. b, PIN103. c, PIN104. The node leading from the first MRCA to the second MRCA has a confidence value of >99%. d, PIN108. The node leading from the first MRCA to the second MRCA has a confidence value of >99%.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Phylogenetics of PanINs and matched primary tumours for patients PIN106 and PIN107.
See Supplementary TableÂ 1 for sample identities. Gene names in orange text are SNVs or indels, in blue are copy-number losses, and in red are copy-number gains affecting putative driver genes. The sequencing data for each driver gene variant were manually reviewed to verify phylogenetic position. For each phylogeny, the numbers of acquired mutations are in black. The branch lengths are proportional to the number of SNVs or indels. The dashed lines indicate branches that have been extended to accommodate gene annotation and variant numbers. For each Bayesian heat map, samples are indicated on each row while variants are represented by each column. The colour of each tile indicates the probability that the variant is present or absent in the corresponding sample. Dark blue, >99.9% probability of being present; dark red, >99.9% probability of being absent. Light blue and red indicate lower probabilities; white tiles indicate approximately 50% probability. a, PIN106. The node leading from the first MRCA to the second MRCA has a confidence value of >99% and the node leading from the second MRCA to the third MRCA has a confidence value of 82%. b, PIN107.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Average signature abundance across samples.
Signature numbers 1â€“30 from Alexandrov et al.43 are shown on the x-axis with signature abundance averaged across phylogenetic branches shown on the y-axis. Each histogram is coloured by signature identity.


Extended Data Fig. 7 The proportion of mutational signatures from Alexandrov et al.43 estimated in PIN101â€“PIN104.
Signatures are shown on the x-axis, with the proportion of each signature shown on the y-axis. Each bar is coloured by signature identity. The text on the top of each panel denotes the corresponding phylogenetic branch and the number of mutations acquired along it in parentheses. Error bars depict 90% CIs in the signature proportion estimated by 100 iterations of bootstrap resampling.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 8 The proportion of mutational signatures from Alexandrov et al.43 estimated in PIN105â€“PIN108.
Signatures are shown on the x-axis, with the proportion of each signature shown on the y-axis. Each bar is coloured by signature identity. The text on the top of each panel denotes the corresponding phylogenetic branch and the number of mutations acquired along it in parentheses. Error bars depict 90% CIs in the signature proportion estimated by 100 iterations of bootstrap resampling.

                          Source data
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